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Quote:
 Jr. McDeath wrote:
OK, all of you are REALLY over reading this. When we made that rule, it was more for people that go
out and steal a manip. For instance... I have a manip on my webpage, Pijon goes to said webpage,
takes my manip, and posts it here as his own. SHAME! You can't do that. But we have allowed cover
mods for as long as I can remember. 
This isn't a copyright issue... it is a "rule among thieves" that you don't post someone else's work as
your own.
Dammit, Jr... yr right... I totally got suckered in by his BS... 
 I would say "well said, Jr" but why I gotta be the one stealing yr images and posting 'em here?! 
 Everyone knows I only post the stuff I steal from you (and Chilly) at DA. 

Anyway,  as already pointed out by Daswook, Vash, and Jr... let's get back to the point at hand: FUN!

The cover flips were a smashing success (in my view) in spite of some minor humbuggery!
Fifty-freakin' four submissions!! 

 The finally tally was one each from Jr, Haz, Magnusch and JMonteiro. 6 from chillyplasma! 7 each
from Paul and myself! 5 from B plus his three collaborations with DarqueImages, who (collaborations
included) easily topped everyone with 20!!!! 

 Thank you all who submitted... you are all some very funny bastids! 
 I hope you had as much fun as I did 'cause I had a blast! Thanks to those of you who didn't submit
but were kind enough to share comments too! 

SO what's next? DarqueImages brings up a great point... with Sept. just around the corner, it's about
time for Halloween team-ups! Now I have no idea how this works as I've only participated in one as a
last minute replacement (though it was quite an honor to work with the very talented CO4). So you
guys may have to help me out and tell me how it's set up. 
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